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SiriusXM Announces ‘Artist Accelerator
Program’

SiriusXM and Pandora to Tap into Combined Reach of Over 100 Million Listeners to
Develop and Break Artists with Heavy Exposure Across SiriusXM Channels and

Pandora Personalized Radio

High Standardz / Def Jam Recordings’ Coco Jones selected as the first artist to be
amplified

NEW YORK, NY, November 16, 2022– Today, SiriusXM announced a new Artist
Accelerator program that aims to develop and break new artists by leveraging the massive
combined audience of the company's flagship premium subscription service, SiriusXM, and
its ad-supported streaming service, Pandora. Created by the SiriusXM and Pandora
programming and curation teams, the Artist Accelerator puts a spotlight on emerging artists
and aims to remove barriers created by today's song-first-driven culture to help artists grow
their listener base and build fandom.



“Introducing our audiences to new artists and investing in those artists’ development is a
core value of both SiriusXM and Pandora and we are excited to unveil our Artist Accelerator
program to the industry,” said Steve Blatter, Senior Vice President/General Manager, Music
Programming, SiriusXM. “The program brings together SiriusXM and Pandora to accelerate
the growth of artists across our combined massive listener base.”

Over the course of a year, the Artist Accelerator program is expected to select six to twelve
artists across a wide range of genres, who will receive focused programming for a sustained
campaign across SiriusXM channels and Pandora stations, as well as various ongoing
marketing support from both brands. Leveraging the reach of SiriusXM’s broadcast network
and Pandora’s personalized radio offering, the Artist Accelerator program is unlike any other,
exposing selected artists to over 100 million listeners to help them succeed.

The SiriusXM and Pandora programming and curation teams have selected Coco Jones as
the first artist to be amplified in the Artist Accelerator program. SiriusXM is the first radio
outlet to support Jones’ latest Single, “I.C.U.,” from her debut EP What I Didn’t Tell You,
playing it in accelerated rotation beginning October 21, 2022, on The Heat and Heart & Soul.
The Heat has named Jones a “Future Fire” artist, while Heart & Soul has named the song a
“Platinum Pick.” Aligning with SiriusXM, Pandora has advanced support of the song across
its platform, including exclusive content via Takeover modes running on Women in R&B and
Platinum.

"I genuinely could not be more excited to be partnered with SiriusXM and Pandora,” said
Coco Jones. “The way that they’ve supported me and found new ways to highlight my future
while acknowledging my past, is iconic. There’s definitely more to come, this is just the
beginning! I’m excited for y'all to come with me through the whole journey!"

Coco Jones has been on the big screen— film and on TV since she was a tween; she's
currently the new Hilary Banks in Peacock’s Fresh Prince reboot, Bel-Air. You also may have
seen her on the tiny screen—with nearly 2 million TikTok followers, dedicated to upping
representation for proud, talented, dark-skinned Black women. Now, Jones can be heard, as
the multi-faceted artist leans into music craftsmanship with a brand of R&B as soulful as it is
relatable, as diary-honest as it is marked by powerful storytelling.

###

About Coco Jones:
Coco Jones – the 24-year-old multi-hyphenate actor, singer and creator who just this year
saw a star-turn on the Peacock hit Bel-Air and her major-label debut single “Caliber” - has
been in film and on TV since she was a tween, starting out as a recurring guest on Disney’s
musical sketch comedy, So Random!, and, in 2012, as the golden-voiced love interest in the
network’s TV movie, Let It Shine. You also may have seen her on the tiny screen—with
millions of social media followers, dedicated to upping representation for proud, talented,
dark-skinned Black women.

In 2020, in an act of vulnerability and bravery, Jones decided to respond to a viral tweet
asking what had happened with her career via YouTube . She filled fans in on obstacles
she’d faced as a dark-skinned Black girl in both the acting and music industry and was met
with an outpour of support. “It reignited me dreaming big dreams,” Jones says of the
endearing online experience. From there, she began speaking positive affirmations, claiming

https://eur02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.youtube.com%252Fwatch%253Fv%253DB9Xn2RVOlcY&data=05%257C01%257CLauren.Ceradini%2540umusic.com%257C8b305136700f4d95416c08da8a96763e%257Cbbcb6b2f8c7c4e2486e46c36fed00b78%257C1%257C0%257C637974676094075752%257CUnknown%257CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%253D%257C3000%257C%257C%257C&sdata=ttWlD%252BwWARIuR%252By9QTPsdSZ1dbePiIc0HWArbKAPUgg%253D&reserved=0


the creative endeavors she longed to sink her teeth into.

Fast-forward to 2022, she’s currently the new Hilary Banks in Peacock’s Fresh Prince
reboot, Bel-Air and the multi-faceted Ms. Jones, signed to Def Jam Recordings, at last
launching her music career with a brand of R&B as soulful as it is relatable, as diary-honest
as it is marked by powerful storytelling.

And though she’s young, it’s been a long time coming.

About SiriusXM
Sirius XM Holdings Inc. (NASDAQ: SIRI) is the leading audio entertainment company in
North America, and the premier programmer and platform for subscription and digital
advertising-supported audio products. SiriusXM’s platforms collectively reach approximately
150 million listeners, the largest digital audio audience across paid and free tiers in North
America, and deliver music, talk, news, comedy, entertainment and podcasts. SiriusXM
offers the most extensive lineup of professional and college sports in audio. Pandora, a
subsidiary of SiriusXM, is the largest ad-supported audio entertainment streaming service in
the U.S. SiriusXM's subsidiaries Stitcher, Simplecast and AdsWizz make it a leader in
podcast hosting, production, distribution, analytics and monetization. The Company’s
advertising sales arm, SXM Media, leverages its scale, cross-platform sales organization,
and ad tech capabilities to deliver results for audio creators and advertisers. SiriusXM,
through Sirius XM Canada Holdings, Inc., also offers satellite radio and audio entertainment
in Canada. In addition to its audio entertainment businesses, SiriusXM offers connected
vehicle services to automakers. For more about SiriusXM, please go to: www.siriusxm.com.
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